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Federated Learning (FL) is the privacy-preserving machine learning paradigm which collaboratively
trains a model across millions of devices. FL brings unique challenges relating to clients’ diverse
hardware and data distributions which become more arduous as the size of the federation increases.
Simulated environments are fundamental to large-scale FL research, allowing researchers to quickly
test new ideas to solve such system and statistical heterogeneity issues. However, FL simulation is
not straightforward as FL frameworks face challenges when distributing many small workloads across
heterogeneous resources, i.e. FL simulation needs to efficiently allocate the training of many small
datasets on diverse hardware, including GPUs, CPU-only machines, TPUs, and others.

Our analysis of this problem led us to focus on three aspects: (1) the simulated clients cannot
singularly take full advantage of a single GPU; (2) clients having very different datasets sizes take a
different time to train when placed on the same GPU; (3) different GPUs, or more generally different
machines, take different time in training the same client.

Our contribution is threefold. (1) We experimentally investigated and characterised the relation-
ship between the size of clients’ dataset and their training time across diverse workloads and GPU
types. (2) We propose Pollen, a novel push-based resource-aware system capable of speeding up FL
simulations by efficiently placing clients across distributed and heterogeneous hardware. (3) Efficient
client placement strategies are also proposed based on the inherent trade-offs of FL client placement
on heterogeneous GPUs. We compared the proposed strategies against each other across different ho-
mogeneous and heterogeneous hardware configurations identifying the situations where using Pollen
is needed. Finally, based on our evaluation, we make the argument that our push-based method for
scheduling tasks performs better than pull-based methods seen in existing FL frameworks research [1–3]
and should be implemented as a core feature.

We explored these trade-offs through relevant baselines on three popular FL tasks: image classifi-
cation, speech recognition and text generation. Compared to existing ad-hoc FL frameworks, such as
Flower, Flute and FedScale, and show that Pollen provides gains of 50% to 400% in speed.
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